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JULY ~ SELF DISCIPLINE IS A KEY INGREDIENT TO SUCCESS

“EVERYTHING YOU 
CAN IMAGINE IS REAL” It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.

ANJALI PADIYAR
CRO0630330

KNOWLEDGE V/S. EXAM RESULTS
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Dear Readers,

 Hope is a Ray of light that enlightens are  lives. 

With this thought in life i chairman of CICASA Indore 

pen down my thoughts  in the second edition of the 

monthly newsletter to motivate our children and win 

over this hour of adversity. CICASA Indore with its 

continuous efforts has tried to reach as many of students 

as possible eliminating fear, tension and anxiety for 

building a composed environment.

 B y  o f f e r i n g  o u r  s t u d e n t s  m u l t i v a r i o u s  

opportunities and a healthy environment to experience 

various learning methods we aim at giving the best 

insight for a great utilisation of their time . Life exams 

are the toughest and makes us one too.

 Therefore we must be determined and rejuvenate 

ourselves  to face the difficult phase of our lives. CICASA 

Indore with this thought is working day and night so 

that a great learning can be imparted. 

 Adaptability is in the very nature of our 

profession thus instead of fearing the current situation 

we must focus ourselves for being a better professional 

and a better human. I seek all my dear students to 

ensure their safety and wish the best of luck for their 

coming exams.

Regards,

CA. Samkit Bhandari

Chairman, CICASA Indore.

Chairman's 
Message

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.
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ANJALI PADIYAR HIMANI AGRAWAL SNEHAL AGRAWAL

Dear Readers, 

 We feel immense pleasure while presenting to you 
the July edition of our  Newsletter "The Echo". As the 
month of July itself starts with CA day , day of celebration 
for our CA fraternity. We have given our best efforts to 
present this newsletter to our beloved readers. 

 "The Echo" is dedicated to the dignity of our globally 
renowned and recognised profession. We feel proud 
stating that ICAI has successfully completed the journey 
of 71 years and still counting...

As the demand of our profession outgrows we all will be 
accompanied with  busy schedules but this newsletter 
will continue inspiring students to pen down their 
creativity which they have within themselves . This will 
surely contribute in making the newsletter more 
connected and wide reaching. We have tried to provide 
good quality content to our readers with the help of our 
content providers . The newsletter also contains glimps of 
the events organised by CICASA Indore. 

We hope you would appreciate our work.

Stay safe!!  Enjoy Reading!!

Regards,

Editorial Board CICASA, Indore

Editorial Board’s Message

You Do Not Manage Time,
You Manage Yourself

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 
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 The COVID-19  Outbreak  has not  only  affected 

the individuals & businesses  but  has also changed 

the outlook  of many Govts.towards China.The 

Govts. are trying  to reduce their  dependency  on 

China  as the Global  Manufacturing  Hub  after  

realizing that  they  can't depend on just  one 

country for  their processed supplies. Also, the 

trust  of the world over China  has drastically 

reduced as  most Govts. believe that China  has 

concealed many  essential  facts about  the 

outbreak. As China claims that  everything  has 

returned to its normalcy,China  has started its 

manufacturing  & other  business activities.China  

following  its aggressive expansionary policy is now 

looking  forward to invest in big industrial  leaders 

of other  countries as  the Chinese Giants are  

enquiring  about  the valuation & other necessary  

credentials of the companies. Experts see this as a 

Chinese policy  of hostile takeover. To safeguard the 

interests of  domestic markets in  the times of 

crashing  stock markets,many countries like 

Germany,Australia,France,etc. have  made 

amendments to their foreign  investment policies 

including  India.In  India,the matter  took  a 

highlight  when the People's Bank  of China(The 

Central  Bank) increased it's  holding  in  HDFC Ltd.  

by  0.21% taking  its total  holding  to 1.01%. To 

protect the sovereignty & interests of the domestic  

markets,Govtof  India has changed the rules  for  

curbing  opportunistic takeovers of  Indian  

Companies which has been notified by the Ministry 

of  Commerce & Industries on Apr  17, 2020.Before 

this amendment, only  citizens or  entities of 

Pakistan  & Bangladesh were subject to the Govt  

route of FDI  & investors of  rest  all  countries were 

allowed to opt for  the automatic route in the  

sectors where foreign  investments are 

allowed.After  the  amendment,the Govt route is  

made  mandatory for  the  citizens & entities of all  

the countries which  share land borders  with India, 

keeping otherregulations intact.After  this 

amendment, the no.  of countries that  necessarily 

require  the Govt  route of FDI  has  now become  

7.Besides all  this SEBI is monitoring FPI  

investments from  11  countries  including  China  

& Hong Kong  SAR to safeguard the interests of  

Indian  Companies. Not  only this,but  a series  of 

measures have  been taken  up like shifting  the 

manufacturing  dependency from China  to India &  

various other  matters.The Govt of India is paving 

forward to create self-dependency in the 

manufacturing  and supply chain management 

within the country  & also aiming  to attract  foreign 

companies as  their  alternative  to China  for  a 

manufacturing  hub. According to the World 

Economic Outlook, the GDP  of India will  grow at  

1.9% this year  which would  be more than that  of 

China.Let's hope to grow at a positive  rate& 

strengthen our  title of "the Asian Giant" in the 

upcoming  times.

THE  CHANGING

ECONOMIC
OUTLOOK

AYUSH LAL
CRO0630469

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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Elixir : Your monthly doze of Motivation

Life is full of surprises only if you are looking for 

one. And the same goes for success too. It is very 

righty quoted above that if you truly want what is 

meant for you then you must work for it. But if you 

do not take the responsibilities then you are surely 

giving your silver spoon to others. 

In student life we all are often worried and tensed 

about performing well in studies and somewhere 

or either we tend to forget our ultimate goal of our 

lives i.e. TO BE HAPPY. Yes, its happiness for which 

we all are shedding our blood and sweat on a daily 

basis. Its not marks, not clearing your CA exams in 

one go, not doing articleship in one of the big 

fours. All these are the instances of life which will 

eventually make you happy rather it will be apt to 

say that these are the top of the mountains and 

your achievement of being on the top will fill you 

with content. But its all about the journey, live it to 

the fullest and enjoy every fraction of second of it. 

In the end this will surely make you happier than 

anything else in life. Just remember your ultimate 

goal of life and work hard for it and success will be 

in front of you.

Be strong! the storm is yet to come. Yes! life is full 

of surprises but it could be unfavourable too. Be it 

your attempt May 2020 CA examination or COVID-

19 pandemic, it gets lethal day by day. Just like we 

saw the anxiety of students because of repeated 

postponement of exams, the fear of getting 

infected and the external uncertainty added more 

to it. Like comm 'on we are just students. How 

could we handle all this at once? Give us a second 

to breath. But it is what it is! At the end of the day 

all these are mere externalities. The inner peace is 

what keeps you alive. That's why meditation and 

yoga is recommended. Be strong and Be ready, the 

storm might get lethal or get vanished. In end I 

would like to quote some lines.

} They found a little courage 

} That simmered in the sun 

} And just spice of fun 

} They poured in hope and laughter

} And then with a sudden twist.

} They stirred it all together

} And made an OPTIMIST.

“Be Active! Take on responsibility! Work for the things you believe 

in. If you do not, you are surrendering your fate to others.”

- APJ Abdul Kalam 

PRAGATI DHUNDALE

CRO0630951

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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HARSH NAGORI

Topper of Commerce Stream 

Delhi Public School

 Making the perfect balance in life is the dream of many. Achieving it actually might 

be the hardest and easiest at the same time. Finding the right balance acts as the key to 

the whole scenario. 

 My journey so far can be termed as a dish which is difficult to understand while in 

the process but delicious at the end. The main ingredients to which are a huge support 

from my family and friends followed by my school. 

 Making a portfolio of activities in my daily routine has helped me stay away from 

getting under pressure or panic over a single thing or a situation.  

 The most important factor to a happy life is following your passion, No matter the 

situation, you can always get a little bit closer to your passion. 

 Scoring a total of 96 percent was never a dream. It just followed along the journey. I 

have always given a fair bit of my time in following my passion which is painting. 

According to me, expressing the world the way you look at it through a paint brush on 

paper is the best thing anyone could ever get in his life.

 All I have learned in the journey of 18 years in this world is to live life never 

comparing yourself to someone, every individual is better is some or the other way, the 

key is to believe in yourself and work towards making it better than today.

You're only here for a short visit. Don't hurry, don't worry. And be sure to 
smell the flowers along the way. -Walter Hagen

ACHIEVEMENT CORNER
FROM 12TH PASS OUT STUDENTS

A  And Balanced Happy Life
THE MANTRA TO 

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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RAKSHITA JANJIRE
Topper of Commerce Stream 

Choithram School, Manik Bag

STEP TOWARDS .......

SUCCESS
Enjoying the process has always been the reason for my success. I 

never saw learning as a burden but a better way to understand my 

surroundings . I never believed studying just for the sake of exams. my 

strategy for boards were simple, paying attention in class, regular and 

systematic studies and asking numerous doubts.  The habit of 

interlinking the topic with each other and real life scenarios helped me 

to have a greater understanding . Discussing and solving doubts not 

only of mine but others helped in a better comprehension of the 

subject . I rely upon thorough reading,  underlining the main points 

and taking a quick glance for revision. For practical subjects noting the 

formulas at one place and revising them regularly helped in better 

retention. I also practiced many questions for accuracy and 

confidence. Framing the questions and getting them checked by my 

teachers improved my speed along with making my answers more 

presentable . Break was  also an important part of my schedule that 

included certain co-curricular activities that helped me in getting 

recharged. In the end consistent and regular starting helped me 

achieve success.

ACHIEVEMENT CORNER
FROM 12TH PASS OUT STUDENTS

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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It was another bright day,
A day full of enthusiasm and Energy,
When an average student decided to pursue C.A.
With hopes and Fears all around,
With all advises all around,
The Student Anyhow Stepped towards the classes,
The classes full of new people,
The classes With A.C's unlike their school,
The classes full of competitive students,
It was the first time where student Held for 8 hours of classes
Carrying pencils and calculators in Hands and Fear
in heart the student entered the exam hall,
The first professional exam,
The first MCQ based exam where every option seemed to be correct,
Anyhow done with CPT the student started feeling confident
But soon realised CPT wasn’t even the trailer
Joined For intermediate, the REAL JOURNEY,
Where the Only formula of success was Hard work, dedication and Sincerity.
Here comes the MAY ATTEMPT But unfortunately it was FIRST FAILURE,
LUCKILY IN JANUARY RESULT when the screen
Appeared PASS tears of happiness rolled around

The fun starts when you work as an article and 
Your Performance shines all around,
From reports to returns, vouching and verification,
Life continues in a little frustration.
But this wasn't the end,
Here comes CA FINAL,
ISCA, Accounts, Audit and Indirect Taxation,
Plus the constant amendments and notifications by ICAI.
Attempt after attempt
After may comes November, and then another May.
Finally cleared CA FINAL
THE JOURNEY WASN'T EASY BUT WORTHY
At last i would like to conclude,

MANZIL TOH MIL JAIGE BHATAKTE BHATAKTE HI SAHI (2)
GHUMRHA TOH WOH HAI JO GHAR SE NIKLA HI NHI!

RASHI AGRAWAL
CRO 0618883

Journey

of CA
Student.

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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Month started with CA day ,we as a CA student know that how much this day is important? 
and why 1st July is celebrated as a CA day? The day observed in order to celebrate the 
formation of INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF INDIA(ICAI). It is 
celebrated to honor the chartered accountants.

On 1st July we conducted an event 
starting with flag hosting, where we 
h a d  h o n o u r a b l e  m e m b e r  o f  
parliament MR. Shankar Lalwani with 
us and continued by plantation activity 
in which we implemented the idea of 
MR/MISS  ENVIRONMENTALIST  
executed by the managing committee 
members of Indore branch and 
esteemed guests.

Celebration 

CA WEEKCA WEEKCA WEEK
Event conducted in JULY’20

''YA ESA SUPTESU 
JAGARTI''

That person who is 
awake in those that 

sleep!

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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CA WEEKCA WEEKCA WEEK
Celebration 

GARIMA PATHAK
CRO 0643789

MAYANK NOWGARIYA
CRO 0642004

VIKAS SINGH RATHORE
CRO0558696

As a token of appreciation 
we would like to thank the 
students who made the 
event more successful by 
planting a sapling at their 
home or nearest gardens.

MR. 
ENVIRONMENTALIST 

ROHIT HIRANI
CRO0558696

MISS. 
ENVIRONMENTALIST 
ASHIKA SAMAIYA
CRO0489587

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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“EVERYTHING YOU 
CAN IMAGINE IS REAL”



Event conducted in july

Bringing out once hidden talent 
a n d  p r e s e n t i n g  t h e i r  
perspective was the main idea 
behind the activity. Event was 
conducted on 2nd July.
Best 3 presentation will be 
awarded. 

THE CRITICAL ASPECT

 Event conducted for class 11th and 
12th commerce pursuing students, a 
counselling session highlighting 
prospects and details about chartered 
accountancy course along with all 
queries and questions are also solved 
by our speakers CA MANOJ FADNIS , 
and CA PANKAJ KOTHARI on 3rd July 
at 5 PM 

WILL YOU BE FCA

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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WINNERS OF
TREASURE HUNT 

HARDIK AGRAWAL

CRO0629597

LAKHAN BANSAL 

CRO0589757

Overall Champions

MOHIT RAI ANSHUL PUROHIT 
CRO 0607678 CRO 0620250

Winners of Round-1

AADISH GANGWAL AAGAM JAIN 
CRO 0646665 CRO 0612681

Winners of Round-2

Event conducted in july

A lot of common sense with a 
bit of brain storming can lead 
you to find the treasure. 
Students participated in 
teams of 2 and registered 
themselves through the 
google forms on 4th July.

E-TREASURE HUNT

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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JAYDEEP MANDLOI YASH AGARWAL 
CRO 0629233 CRO 0560309

Walking Winner

Distance traveled

5.8km

Distance traveled 

5.5km

OMESH KASAT PALKESH GUPTA
CRO 0442313 CRO 0561881

Running Winner

Distance traveled 9.2km Distance traveled 7.89km

 VINI MAKKED NAMAN RAWAT 
CRO 0478745 CRO 0618844

Cycling Winner

Distance traveled 

30.25 km

Distance traveled 

 21.2 km

Event conducted in july

Let's witness the fitness 
challenge!! 
Run, walk, or cycle Anytime 
Anywhere for 1hour on 5th 
of july, where participants 
w e r e  r e q u i r e d  t o  
download one app, record 
your activity in app and 
take a screenshot and send 
it on Instagram handle or 
Whatsapp.

FITNESS CHALLENGE

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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Event conducted in julyEvent conducted in july

“Acting is an art ,the art of 

expressing your emotions 

throught actions'' so to cheer 

up guys and to showcase your 

talent in acting, CICASA indore 

brought an exiting REEL 

CONTEST. Where all students 

out there could showcase their 

hidden talent of acting!!

#INSTAGRAM_REEL_CONTEST

Continuous efforts and learning is the motto of cicasa Indore that 
motivates us to work harder for the coming future. we are determined to 
bring great events and programs that will enhance every students 
knowledge.we are planning activitys with persperctive of Staying safe and 
making the best utilisation of the time along with changing student's 
perspective to being more optimistic

FORTHCOMING
ACTIVITY

It's not necessary that if somebody has knowledge, than he would also get good 

grades in exam. Remember what Rancho from the movie “3 idiots” said,“Run after 

Knowledge, and success is bound to knock at your doorstep.”, but on the other 

hand life is not exactly how it is  showed in movies, where knowledge always leads 

to good marks. In reality, a well-educated person will definitely have knowledge, 

but would not necessarily have good results in the examinations and that's why it is. 

You need more than knowledge to have a good score in examinations. That's the 

demand of today's world. Exams are supposed to test the intelligence of the 

students and work as a sieve for filtering out the intelligent minds by alloting 

marks. This 'marks' or 'grades' can be achieved by putting in hard work, practice 

and a well-directional methodology. And what if we consider only knowledge and 

change the system of exams or exams will not be there. In this we are in a situation 

in that students would not study anything. We can say that exams prepare student's 

mind for study and grab knowledge from that, so exams are important as well, 

both knowledge and exams are in a equation.

What's the solution then?

 What is important is that you need to adopt two different approaches. One 

when studying for absorbing knowledge and another when studying for exams.

 So, don't shy away from examinations by trying to behave like an idealist. Be 

pragmatic in your approach towards gaining knowledge and then utilize it for 

getting better results.
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